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Combining European styling with practical functionality, our Shaderite EOS Vertical Louvre Drape system
incorporates fabric vanes that can be tilted, stacked to the left or to the right, 'split end bunch' or 'centre
stack' depending on your exact lighting requirements. Our fabric choices are extensive, available from
blockout & translucent fabrics to combining both, all offer a large range of colours.
Each fabric has its own level of light filtration & are treated with the Sanitized® hygiene function to resist rot
or mildew. Shaderite EOS Vertical louvre drapes are a low cost window furnishing that are a fashionable
addition to compliment any home decor.
Shaderite EOS vertical louvre drapes give you levels of privacy & sun control with ease, whilst allowing you to
alter the mood of any room by controlling the flow of light & breeze on every window. The EOS Vertical louvre
drape system is available in wand control for simplicity & increased safety.

Features

Benefits

Channel Design.

Sleek 25mm profile. Unique curved front design.
Reversible for fabric insert. Track top recess for flush
reveal mounting.
Dimensions: Height = 25mm Depth = 45mm.

Reduced Light Gap.

200° Blade Closure. Standard gap at idle end = 2mm,
& at control end = 10mm.

Slim slat traveller design.

Louvre stack up to 20% narrower provides smaller
stack back.

Gravity Cantering Blades.

Blades automatically return to original
after being disturbed.

Wand operation.

Simplifies operation with the use of a wand to open
& close the blades. The new wand option improves
the safety of your blinds eliminating cords & chains.

Slip clutch mechanism with
chain control blinds.

Whilst tilting your blades the slip mechanism prevents damage from overwinding and avoids costly
long-term problems.

Proportional spacing.

Your blind is manufactured with evenly spaced slats,
providing you with constant overlapping blades.
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Hygiene Treated
Stain Resistance
Santitized® and the sanitized® symbol are trademarks of SANITIZED AG, Switzerland, registered in numerous countries.

